
Thursday afternoon (10/26) is the day for the EEC Global TK Indonesian Culture Show 2017. This 

annual event was hold by Indonesian Students Association-Yuan Ze University 

(ISA-YZU). For this year, they took “Tranquility in Harmony” as the big theme to show the 

diversity of Indonesia that are assembled together to create a peaceful Indonesia.                    Reported 
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Through this event, ISA-YZU in corporate with ISA-National Central University, and ISA-Chung 

Yuan Christian University also some sponsors, successfully presented a wonderful show that 

described the Indonesian Culture in a connected show. The show consists of traditional dance, 



folklore choir, traditional music called Angkulng, and main show which is drama from the legend 

of Prambanan Temple “Roro Jonggrang. 

 

 



 

 

This event was held in Yu-Ziang Hall, YZU from around 6-9pm and attended by Mr. Syahroni 

Ahmad and Mr. Yoseph Marunduri as the representatives of Indonesia Economic and Trade Office 

(IETO) in Taiwan, Mrs. Michele Huang as the Section Chief of Extracurricular Activities Section 

on behalf of President of YZU, Mr. L. Tri Wijaya and Mr. Eduardo Firman as the Leaders of PPI 

Taiwan and Perpita. There were also some VIP guests such as Prof. Liang, Yun-Chia as the Chair 

of Industrial Engineering and Management (IEM) Department, Ms. Peggy Wang as The Taiwan 

ICDF Scholarship Project Manager in YZU, and other invited professors from YZU such as Prof. 

Ray F. Lin from IEM Department. 



 

 

Mr. Syahroni Ahmad said that this kind of event will always be supported by Indonesian 

government, to promote and introduce Indonesia to Taiwanese and any other foreigners in YZU. 

Mrs. Michele Huang also had the same tone with Mr. Ahmad Syahroni that was really glad to have 

this kind of event in our beloved campus. Clarence Jocelyn as the committee leader for this event, 

and Twin Yoshua as the president of ISA-YZU hope this event can despite of Indonesian diversity, 

that are actually harmonizing with peace which characterized by the national motto of Indonesia 

itself (Bhinneka Tunggal Ika) that means unity in diversity. 



 


